
SPLIT YOUR 3-SERIES V2 INTO A TEAMWORK FLEETTEAMWORK FLEET

Look to the future and grab the opportunity to split your instrument to a multiple instrument fleet 
offering your team the best flexibility and evolutivity.

> OR36/MP/38 V2 are OR36/MP/38 systems delivered all the way to December 2014 . OROS propose to its OR36/MP/38 V2 
customers a unique chance to transform their aged system into a brand new and UpToDate system. In this 
way, you are choosing to secure the use of your initial investment for another run! You go for an uptodate system with a much better 
possible evolutivity.

>  The SPLIT OFFER will let you trade your V2 system against several Teamwork systems: providing more flexibility for the same channel 
number.

> Offer available only in 2022: valid on orders received by the 31st October 2022 and delivered before 31st December 2022.

> Moving to a Teamwork fleet is the best alternative for the teams who are looking for an optimized modularity and adaptability .

For the purchase of a set of teamwork systems to replace your OR36/MP/38 V2, benefit from the 
unique advantages below:

On top of the unique advantages of Teamwork systems compared to OR36/MP/38 V2 benefit 
from the transition package:

> All software licenses on your current system propagate to your teamwork
> Service contracts are transferred
> New NVGate 2022 included whatever your current version is
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OR36/MP/38 V2
OR36/MP/38

TW-2022

Channels 16 - 32 10 -16 - 32

Input range 40V 40 V

PC connection 100 Mb/s Ethernet  1 Gb/s Ethernet + Wifi
DSP Type Standard (2.1)/Force (2.2) Force
Embeded Disk HDD 60 GB SSD 64/128/512 GB
NVGate 2022 Upgradable until April 2022 Included
Contracts eligibility No Eligible
Cascadable Not available Yes
Split offer Not available Eligible


